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One of the most significant developments in American education
during the past feu years is the upsurge of interest in programs and
practices which are designed to help compensate for the observed handi
caps of socially disadvantaged young children, mainly in rural and urban
slum areas. It has been recognized that children living in poverty are
subject to serious risks to their health, education and welfare. It is
also known that poverty has its impact on a child from the time of con
ception. During the pre-school years the toll becomes more apparent.
Health services are usually inadequate, immunizations are frequently
incomplete, and physical problems may go uncorrected, thus handicapping
the child when he enters school.
In addition to physical problems, children of the poor often show
learning and adjustment difficulties as they approach school age. Be
cause their experiences have been limited, they are often handicapped
in their ability to communicate, especially through speech. They may
be lacking in knowledge of the world about them. Often they have had
little opportunity to learn to enjoy art, music and reading. They may
see people outside the family as strange and threatening. By the time
they reach school age repeated failures may have caused a lack of con
fidence and the loss of their sense of their own worth and importance.
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Motivation for learning often is limited.
The Federal Government through the Office of Economic Opportunity,
has made a rational commitment to help the poor of this nation to help
themselves. Many of the problems of poverty take root when a young child
finds himself handicapped in healthy growth, learning, succeeding, asking
questions, finding answers, meeting and seeing different people, and arti
culating his feelings. A Child Development Program can be a vital com
ponent of a broad community action effort to attach the roots and sources
of the problems of poverty.
Recognition of the facts about poverty and its effect on the dis-
advantaged children in these slum areas has logically led to the develop
ment of innovative curriculum programs to meet these needs. One of the
most recent curricula innovations is the Project Headstart. Project
Head Start is a community centered educational program designed to help
disadvantaged pre-school children become better prepared to enter school.
It is based on the premise that if children are to get off to a good
start in school, steps should be taken in making progress toward providing
the opportunity for them to develop their potentialities to the fullest.
Since 1965 Project Head Start has reached over 588,000 children in
year-round programs and more than 1,500,000 children during the summer
months. The Head Start concept has won popular acclaim as well as strong
endorsement from both social scientists and educators who recognize the
necessity of helping poor youngsters overcome learning disabilities in
Community Action Program, Office of Economic Opportunity, Wash
ington, D. C, 20506, September, 1965.
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the pre-school years. it is generally recognized that the pre-school
years offer by far the best chance for improving the child's prospect
for achievement in the school.
Hechinger in Pre-School Education Today points out that the most
harm in terms of real or potential retardation is already done by the
time the slum child reaches what for the privileged child is the nurs
ery school age. He further states that when the slum child enters
school, he has been permitted to drop behind so drastically that school
means competition for what, in many instances, must be unattainable suc-
cess. The stage is set not for learning but for frustration.'
These points are doubly relevant in the case of the pre-schoolers
who come from a background of poverty because it is generally agreed
that early deprivation typically results in such effects as underdeveloped
language and conceptual ability, low levels of aspiration, lack of curi
osity and low self-esteem. Through providing the pre-school child with
Head Start experiences, it is believed by the writer that there will be
an increase in the child's measured intellectual ability, a marked dif
ference in academic achievement and social adjustment of pupils in the
third grade with Headstart training and those without this pre-school
training.
Evolution of the Problem
This problem evolved from the personal experiences of the writer
l"View From Capitol Hill," Grade Teacher. LXXXV, No. 8 (April,
1968), 29.
2Fred M. Hechinger, Pre-School Education Today (New York: Double-
day and Company, Inc., 1966), p. 4.
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as a Headstart teacher in an area where ninety per cent of the school
population are from families with incomes at the poverty level.
The first three years of elementary school are critical. If learn
ing is not successful and satisfying in these years, the entire educa
tional career of the child is jeopardized. It, therefore, occurred to
the writer that a comparison of academic achievement and social adjust
ment at the third grade level among children with and without Headstart
experiences might yield data that would be beneficial to those whose
function is guiding the development of children.
Contribution to Educational Research
Children who have had very few material advantages may have missed
out on some important learning opportunities. Perhaps the planners of
educational programs can supply some of these now and in the subsequent
years in the public schools, if the programs can sufficiently be adapted
to match the children's needs and abilities.
It is generally agreed that the child's world is full of wonder
and excitement; it is full of inventiveness and creativity. If educa
tors and teachers can help children to develop these inner resources,
and to rely on their own capacities for thinking, feeling, wondering
and creating, learning will be successful and satisfying throughout his
school career.
The writer, therefore, hopes that findings and interpretation of
data from this problem will result in the establishment of programs
designed to provide an environment in which each child will have the
maximum opportunity to develop to his full potential.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study is to make a comparison of the
academic achievement and social adjustment of two groups of third grade
pupils, one with Headstart experiences and the other without such experi
ences. These equivalent groups of pupils have attended the Wesley Avenue
School, Atlanta, Georgia, throughout the three years following the Head-
start Program.
Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to test the null hypothesis
that there is no difference between the academic achievement and social
adjustment of thirty third grade pupils who were in the initial Headstart
Program and thirty third grade pupils who were not in the initial Head
start Program.
More specifically, the purposes will be to answer the following
questions:
1. Do children with Headstart experiences make more rapid
progress in academic achievement and social adjustment
than children without such experiences according to
general test performances?
2. Is there a significant difference between the groups in
school achievement as measured by the Stanford Achievement






3. What is the significance of differences between the
groups in social adjustment as measured by the California
Test of Personality. Form AA. in the specific areas of:
(a) Self adjustment
(b) Social adjustment
4. What implications can be drawn from the findings for the
purpose of improving the school program?
Definition of Terms
In order for it to be clearly understood what this study specifi
cally deals with, certain terms need to be defined. The meanings of
these terms as they are used in this study are as follows:
1. "Project Headstart" - refers to a community centered
educational program designed to help disadvantaged pre
school children become better prepared to enter school.
2. "Poverty" - refers to a condition that exists in a family
earning a minimum standard income. Factors included in
indexing a poverty family are household size and levels of
income.
3. "Cultural deprivation" - refers to the failure of a group
of people to provide an opportunity for infants and young
children to have experiences for both preventing learning
disabilities and facilitating intellectual growth.
4. "Academic achievement" - refers to the breadth and depth
of each pupil's understandings and skills in such areas
of learning as reading, grammar, spelling, history and
arithmetic as determined by the Stanford Achievement Test.
Form W.
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5. "Social adjustment" - refers to how successful or unsuccess
ful a pupil is in meeting his problems as determined by the
California Test of Personality. Form AA.
Limitation of the Study
This study is limited to sixty third grade pupils at the Wesley
Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia. Thirty of the subjects had Headstart
experiences and thirty were without such experiences.
It must not be assumed that the findings from such a limited num
ber of pupils, and with subjects from only one school and city can be
applied to Headstart and non-Headstart pupils in the third grade in
general. However, it is probable that a number of such samplings would
offer some insight into the problem. The factors studied in this re
search are by no means inclusive, but it is hoped, by the writer, that
it will be of value to those persons responsible for the education of
pre-school children.
Locale of the Study
This study was conducted during the summer of 1968 at the Wesley
Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, where the writer was a teacher in the
summer school.
Subjects and Materials
The subjects used were sixty third grade pupils at the Wesley
Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia. Thirty of the subjects were those
with Headstart experiences, and thirty without such experiences.
The materials used in this study were as follows:
1, The California Test of Mental Maturity. Form S. These tests
_
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are available for age levels ranging from kindergarten
to adult. In addition to the total I, Q., it also yields
a language and a non-language I. Q.
2. The Stanford Achievement Test. Form W. This test is a level
of achievement test. It contains sub-test in the areas of
paragraph meaning, word meaning, and arithmetic computation
and reasoning.
3. California Test of Personality. Form AA. This test is
divided into two parts, self adjustment and social adjust
ment. The responses are arranged in profile form so that
it is possible to see wherein an individual deviated from
3
others.
4. Record folders. These are cumulative records of data con
cerning progress throughout elementary and high school.
Method of Research
The descriptive method of research was employed in collecting the
data. The techniques used were tests and record folders.
Procedural Steps
The following procedural steps were used in conducting this study:
IE. W. Tiegs and W. W. Clark, California Short-Form Test of Men
tal Maturity (Del Monte Research Park: California Test Bureau, 1962).
2oscar Buros, The Fifth Mental Measurement Yearbook (New York:
The Gryphon Press, 1959), p. 25.
3
Tiegs and Clark, op. cit.
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1. Permission to conduct this study was obtained from the
proper authorities.
2. Literature pertinent to the study was reviewed, summarized,
and abstracted for incorporation in the thesis copy.
3. The intelligence quotient scores were compared and matched.
These scores were secured from the California Test of Mental
Maturity which was administered to the entire third grade
class at the Wesley Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, by the
classroom teachers in March, 1968.
4. Results obtained from the Stanford Achievement Test, that
was administered in April by the classroom teachers to all
of the third grade children, were analyzed and statistically
treated as directed by the purposes of the study.
5. Data obtained from the California Test of Personality, were
used to measure traits of social adjustment. This test was
administered in April by the classroom teachers to the entire
third grade population.
6. Sixty scores were used by the writer to compare the partici
pants of Project Headstart with non-participants.
7. The findings, conclusions, and implications were formulated
for presentation in the thesis copy.
Survey of Related Literature
In surveying literature for this study one finds that studies
concerning the effect of the Head Start programs on school progress
are limited. Since the Head Start programs were established in 1965,
research and evaluations are incomplete. However, a large number of
10
studies have been made concerning the effect of pre-school education
upon various phases of school progress and social maturity.
The literature related to this study may be divided into three
groups:
1. The historical development of pre-school education.
2. The nature and needs of the pre-school age group.
3. Research studies concerning the effect of pre-school
experiences.
The Historical Development of
Pre-School Education
The idea of pre-school education is not by any means new and
revolutionary. Almost every society in which parents needed to be away
from home has devised some form of pre-school care and training. In
Scandinavia, for example, it has long been routine in many factories to
provide daytime child centers, even for infants, to permit working mothers
to "check in" their children as they report to work,*
It is hardly surprising therefore that America, challenged to pro
vide truly equal opportunities for millions of children from desperately
poor and under-privileged homes, turned to pre-school education as a way
out of a terrible dilemma.
According to Edwards and Richey, by 1880 some four hundred pre
school programs were in operation. For some years these programs tended
to be something of a special cult, more or less separate from the public
school system. In 1873, however, a pre-school program known as kinder
garten was opened as a part of the public school system in St. Louis and
lFred M. Hechinger, Pre-School Education Today (New York: Double-
day and Company, Inc., 1966), p. 1.
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by 1898, according to the United States Commissioner of Education, the
public supported pre-school institutions were to be found in 189 cities.
Some of these early institutions advocated the ideas and practices
of Friedrich Froebel, the originator of the kindergarten movement. There
fore, two basic ideas were predominant in the work carried on in the pre
school: (1) self-activity, and (2) social participation. Froebel held
that the process of education is a natural unfolding of inner tendencies
and drives, a continuing development of the inborn capacities of the
child. He stressed motor activity and learning by doing. In his emphasis
on child growth through more or less spontaneous activities, Froebel was
reverting to principles advocated by Rousseau. Unlike Rousseau, however,
Froebel insisted that the child grow up in a social environment and
learn at an early age to participate in the processes of social cooper
ation. As Cubberley so aptly puts it, the pre-school had "individual
development as its aim, motor expression as its methods, and social co-
2
operation as its means."
In more recent years, the Montessori Method of teaching pre-school
age children, has led to modifications in pre-school practices but the
basic principles of self-activity and socialization are still important.
The Montessori Method was characterized by the central importance that
is attributed to the question of environment. Another innovation that
has aroused much interest and controversy has been the role of the teach
er—the passive teacher who holds his own activities and authority in
^Newton Edwards and Herman G. Richey, The School in the American
Social Order (Atlanta: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1947), p. 728.
2lbid., p. 729.
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abeyance, lest they should be an obstacle preventing the child from
acting for himself, and who is glad when he sees the child so acting,
making progress on his own and seeks no credit for it. Another charac
teristic principle is respect for the child's personality, carried to
a degree unattained in any other educational method.1
The most recent innovation in pre-school education was organized
in 1965 with Head Start Child Development Programs for pre-school chil
dren from low-income families.
Head Start Child Development Programs are tailored to the needs
of the local families. The long-range objective of every Community
Development Program is to effect a permanent increase in the ability of
individuals, groups, and communities afflicted with poverty to deal ef
fectively with their own problems so that they will better their condi
tions. A vital feature of every Community Development Program is the
involvement of the poor themselves—the residents of the areas and mem
bers of the groups to be served--in planning, policy-making, and oper-
ation of the program.
The broad goals of the Head Start Programs are:
1. Improving the child's health.
2. Helping the child's emotional and social development by
developing and encouraging self-confidence, self-expression,
self-discipline, and curiosity.
'■Maria Montessori, The Secret of Childhood (Bombay: Longmans,
Green and Company, LTD., 1965), p. 123.
2
Community Action Program, Head Start Child Development Programs
(Washington: Office of Economic Opportunity, 1965), p. 10.
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3. Improving and expanding the child's ability to think, reason
and speak clearly.
4. Helping children to get wider and more varied experiences
which will broaden their horizons, increase their ease of
conversation and improve their understanding of the world
in which they live.
5. Giving the child frequent chances to succeed. Such chances
may thus erase patterns of frustration and failure and
especially the fear of failure.
6. Developing a climate of confidence for the child which
will make him want to learn.
7. Increasing the child's ability to get along with others in
his family and, at the same time, helping the family to
understand him and his problems—thus, increasing family
ties.
8. Developing in the child and his family a responsible attitude
toward society and fostering feelings of belonging to a com
munity.
9. Planning activities which allows groups from every social,
ethnic and economic level in a community to join together
with the poor in solving problems.
Nature and Needs of the Five-Year Old
According to Morse and Wingo, no other life period is packed so
full of growth and learning as these first five years. Life for the
lIbid.. p. 11.
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five-year old lacks coherence and structure. He has no patterns but
must develop them by recognizing similarity in situations as they are
repeated. This need for patterns makes him prone to imitate those he
sees.
The authors further state that, where there is a conflict between
these early patterns and what one is trying to teach, it may be almost
impossible for the child to learn an experience that he is expected to
learn. "Our minds strive for consistency of values, attitudes and ways
of behaving; it is difficult or impossible to learn and retain contra-
2
dictory ways."
In citing the basic needs of all children, Heinz lists the follow
ing:
1. Health. Each child needs proper food, sleep, balance of
activity and rest, and good health habits. Poor health
retards a child's growth and slows down his reaction to
experiences.
2. Security. From early infancy the child needs to feel he
is loved and accepted.
3. Respect for self. Discovering oneself as a person comes
within the first few years of life. The child in these
early stages of development needs to feel he is important
to someone, to be sure he has a special place in the life
about him.
lWilliam C. Morse and G. Max Wingo, Psychology and Teaching(At-
lanta: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1955), pp. 76-77.
2Ibid., p. 88.
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4. Sense of adequacy. The child needs to experience many
successes, to get satisfaction from work done. A sense
of achievement fosters wholesome emotional development.
5. Affection and friendship. Children must first experience
friendship before they are ready to give it to others.
6. Respect for authority. This can come through the right
kind of discipline based on an understanding of the child.
7. Freedom. In order to make choices, to learn to make deci
sions, to accept responsibilities, children need freedom,
but freedom within limitations.
8. Challenge. The child needs a rich environment that gives
opportunities for broad and deep experiences.
9. Fun. Children strive in an atmosphere in which they can
have play freely and joyously without physical strains and
emotional tensions.
Berlin states that, all children need certain experiences with
stimuli so that physical and psychological development and the accom
panying curiosity, investigativeness and learning can take place.
He further points out that, among the disadvantaged children, the lack
of sensory stimuli is an important factor in their learning difficul
ties.2
Finally, according to Bloom, Davis and Hess, these deficiencies
in basic needs operate to influence learning in a number of ways. Much
iMamie W. Heinz, Growing and Learning in the Kindergarten (Rich
mond: John Knox Press, 1959), pp. 31-32.
2"Special Learning Problems of Deprived Children," National Edu-
cation Association Journal (March, 1966), 23.
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of the energy and attention of the child is directed to his immediate
needs and he is less able to attend to learning and school tasks which
must seem to him as less urgent and obviously not very relevant to his
present state. Furthermore, it is pointed out that even if the dis-
advantaged child does become accustomed to a lower level of living and
to the rare feeling of well-being, he may have such a low level of
energy as to be easily fatigued and to have relatively little endurance
for the complex and demanding tasks of learning.1
Research Studies Concerning the Effect
of Pre-School Experiences
Recently, the importance of identical heredity has been explored
by several investigators. Willerman and Churchill performed a study
to investigate intelligence and birth weight in identical pre-school
twins. These researchers used two groups (twenty-seven sets) of identi
cal twins, five to fifteen years of age, and tested their verbal and
performance intelligence with the Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Chil
dren. One group, racially mixed pre-school children was from a lower
socioeconomic class than the other, which was a sample of all-white
middle class twins. The results showed that in both groups the members
of pairs with the lower birth weights had lower verbal and performance
I. Q. scores. Within twin sets, the twin that weighed less at birth
tended to show a lower I. Q. score. This birth weight—I. Q. relation
ship was demonstrated for all twins tested regardless of low or high
^Benjamin S. Bloom, Allison Davis and Robert Hess, Compensatory
Education for Cultural Deprivation (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Win
ston, Inc., 1965), p. 8.
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socioeconomic groupings, age factors, racial factors, or I. Q. cate
gories. The explanation advanced for the results of this study was
that prenatal nutrient supply is often inadequate in twins, causing
unequal sharing of nutrients which stunts one twin more than his mate.
Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, found during their extensive
study that potential delinquency can be spotted in three and four-year-
old children. They identified five predictive factors—two social and
three constitutional—which serve as the basis for the early identifi
cation of potential delinquency. They claimed that any competent in
vestigator close to the parents of children can determine the social
factors which are: (1) the pathology of the parents (criminalism,
alcoholism, emotional disturbance and mental retardation), and (2) the
lack of attachment of the parents for the child. The three remaining
delinquency factors which were identified as constitutional are: (1) ex
treme restlessness in infancy, (2) non-submissiveness of the child to
parental authority, and (3) destructiveness in the child. Glueck and
Glueck emphasized the importance of using early identification to stimu
late the earliest possible development of preventive services.
Louise M. Harris compared twenty-five pupils on the basis of
kindergarten experiences in all phases of school progress. She found
that the children with kindergarten experience made better mean scores
Willerman and F. C. Churchill, "The Nature-Nurture Ques
tion in Identical Twins," Child Development (September, 1967).
2
Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, "Early Identification of
Delinquency in Children," School and Society (October, 1965), 388-413.
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in personal and social adjustment than the children without such experi
ences. However, there were two subtests where there were significant
differences between the achievement scores of the two groups.
Finally, Biloine W. Young reported on a controlled evaluation of
both a highly structured and a conventional method for teaching Head
Start classes. The 242 children who participated in the Canton, Ohio,
experiment last summer were divided into eight experimental and eight
controlled classes of fifteen children each. The children were matched
by age, race, and neighborhood.
The Pre-School Inventory Test and the Concept Inventory Test were
individually administered at the beginning and end of a six-weeks Head
Start Program to the experimental groups and controlled groups. The
experimental groups, using the no-nonsense Bereiter and Engelman approach,
gained roughly 100 per cent more than the controlled groups. The average
gain made by the experimental groups on Pre-School Inventory Test was
106.0 points per group as compared with a gain of 69.7 points for the
controlled groups. On the Concept Inventory Test the experimental groups
made a gain of 158.2 points per group, while the controlled groups gained
75.8.2
Louise M. Harris, "Academic Achievement and Social Adjustment
of Fourth Grade Pupils With and Without Kindergarten Experiences"
(unpublished Master's thesis, School of Education, University of Tenn
essee, 1963).
2siloine W. Young, "A New Approach to Headstart," Phi Delta
Kappan (March, 1968), 386-388.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
The data presented in this chapter were analyzed and interpreted
in an effort to provide a basis for the formulation of conclusions per
taining to the purposes which were presented and described in Chapter I.
These data are presented in such a manner that they may clarify any ques
tions posed in the purposes.
In order to more adequately fulfill the purposes of this study,
the intelligence quotients from the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity, administered in March, 1968, were compared and matched on the
basis of scores and sex. The social adjustment scores of the matched
groups of pupils were obtained from the Caltfornia Test of Personality.
Form AA. which were administered in April, 1968 to all of the third
grade pupils. The Stanford Achievement Test, Form W, also administered
in April, 1968, was used to measure the difference between the groups
in the specific areas of:
(a) Word meaning
(b) Paragraph meaning
(c) Arithmetic concepts and computation
The presentation of data in this chapter is organized into three
major sections, namely:
1. Results of the Performances of the Third Grade Pupils on
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the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity.
2. Results of the Performances of the Third Grade Pupils on the
California Test of Personality.
3. Results of the Performance of the Third Grade Pupils on the
Stanford Achievement Test.
Results of the Performances on the California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
This section of the research report presents data on the perform
ances of the thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third grade
pupils on the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturityfintelligence
quotients). The results are presented in tables 1 and 2 and discussed
in the paragraphs which follow.
Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the intelligence quotients ranged
from a low of 66 to a high of 124, with a mean of 99.9, a standard devi
ation of 14.6 and a standard error of the mean of 2.7. The data in
Table 1 further revealed that 15 or 50.00 per cent of the pupils scored
above the mean 11 or 36.67 per cent scored below the mean, and 4 or
13.33 per cent scored within the mean interval. The mean intelligence
quotient of 99.9 indicated that these pupils were at the norm in intel
lectual ability.
Non-Head Start
For the thirty non-Head Start pupils the intelligence quotients
ranged from a low of 66 to a high of 122, with a mean of 100.7, a stand
ard deviation of 14.2 and a standard error of the mean of 2.6. The data
in Table 1 further revealed that 12 or 40.00 per cent of the pupils
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scored above the mean 16 or 53.33 per cent scored below the mean, and
2 or 6.67 per cent scored within the mean interval. The mean quotient
of 100.7 indicated that these pupils were at the norm in intellectual
ability.
TABLE 1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND STATISTICAL
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE
CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
FORM S. FOR THE TWO GROUPS OF PUPILS
Head Start Non-Head Start


















































































The "t" Ratio for Comparative Data
Table 2, shows that the comparative measures for the two groups
were as follows: the means were 99.9 and 100.7 for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of .8. The stand
ard deviations were 14.60 and 14.20 for the Head Start and Non-Head Start
pupils, respectively, with a difference of .4 in favor of Head Start pu
pils; the standard errors of the mean were 2.71 and 2.64 for the Head
Start and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of .1 in
favor of the Head Start pupils. The standard error of the difference be
tween the two means was 3.78.
The "t" ratio for these data was 1.01, which was not statistically
significant for it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of con
fidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in intel
lectual ability was not significant for these two groups of pupils and
thus they were equated on this variable.
TABLE 2
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST
OF MENTAL MATURITY (FORM S) (INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS)























Results of the Performances on The California Test
of Personality (Primary Form AA)
This section of the research report presents data on the per
formances of the thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third
23
grade pupils on the California Test of Personality.
The results of the performances of the thirty Head Start and the
thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils as revealed by the scores ob
tained on the California Test of Personality (personal adjustment) are
presented in Tables 3 and 4 and discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the adjustment ranged from a low
of 12 to a high of 38, with a mean of 27.1, a standard deviation of 6.26,
and a standard error of the mean of 1.16. The data in Table 3 further
revealed that 15 or 50.00 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean,
12 or 40.00 per cent scored below the mean, and 3 or 10.00 per cent scored
within the mean interval. The mean adjustment of 27.1 indicated that
these pupils were below the norm in personal adjustment.
Non-Head Start
For the thirty Non-Head Start pupils, the scores ranged from a low
of 20 to a high of 40, with a mean of 28.9, a standard deviation of
4.88, and a standard error of the mean of .91. The data in Table 3 fur
ther revealed that 12 or 40.00 per cent of the pupils scored above the
mean, 13 or 43.33 per cent scored below the mean, and 5 or 16.67 per
cent scored within the mean interval. The mean quotient of 28.90 indi -
cated that these pupils were below the norm in personal adjustment.
The "t" Ratio for Comparative Data
Table 4, shows that the comparative measures for the two groups
were as follows: the means were 27.1 and 28.9 for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of 1.80 in favor
24
TABLE 3
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT AND STATISTICAL
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY (PRIMARY FORM AA)
FOR THE TWO GROUPS OF PUPILS
Head Start Non-Head Start













































































of the Non-Head Start pupils; the standard deviations were 6.26 and 4.88
for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a dif
ference of 1.38 in favor of the Head Start pupils; the standard errors
of the mean were 1.16 and .91 for the Head Start and Non-Head Start
pupils, respectively, with a difference of .25 in favor of the Head Start
25
pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two means
was 1.47.
The "t" ratio for these data was 1.22, which was not statistically
significant because it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of
confidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in per
sonal adjustment was not significant for these two groups of pupils and
thus they were equated on this variable.
TABLE 4
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY

























Results of The Performances on The California
Test of Personality (Primary Form AA)
(Social Adjustment)
This section of the research report presents the data on the per
formances of the thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third
grade pupils on the California Test of Personality.
The results of the performances of the thirty Head Start and the
thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils as revealed by the scores ob
tained on the California Test of Personality (social adjustment) are
presented in Tables 5 and 6 and discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the scores ranged from a low of
26
21 to a high of 46, with a mean of 34.3, a standard deviation of 7.70,
and a standard error of the mean of 1.43. The data in Table 5 further
revealed that 16 or 53.34 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean,
13 or 43.33 per cent scored below the mean, and 1 or 3.33 per cent
scored within the mean interval. The mean adjustment of 34.3 indicated
that these pupils were below the norm in social adjustment.
Non-Head Start
For the thirty Non-Head Start pupils, the scores ranged from a low
of 21 to a high of 44, with a mean of 35.4, a standard deviation of 5.48,
and a standard error of the mean of 1.02. The data in Table 5 further
revealed that 17 or 56.67 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean,
11 or 36.67 per cent scored below the mean, and 2 or 6.67 per cent scored
within the mean interval. The mean quotient of 35.4 indicated that these
pupils were below the norm in social adjustment.
The "t" Ratio for Comparative Data
Table 6 shows that the comparative measures for the two groups were
as follows: the means were 34.3 and 35.4 for the Head Start and Non-Head
Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of 1.14 in favor of the
Non-Head Start pupils; the standard deviations were 7.70 and 5.48 for
the Head Start and Non-Head Start groups, respectively, with a difference
of 2.22 in favor of the Head Start pupils; the standard errors of the
mean were 1.43 and 1.02 for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils,
respectively, with a difference of .41 in favor of the Head Start pupils.
The standard error of the difference between the two means was 1.76.
The "t" ratio for these data was .65, which was not statistically
significant for it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of
27
confidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in
social adjustment was not significant for these two groups of pupils
and thus were equated on this variable.
TABLE 5
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT AND STATISTICAL
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE




























































































SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
(PRIMARY FORM AA) IN SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS OF PUPILS
Groups Mean Sigma SEm M - M SE
Head Start 34.3 7.70 1.43 1.14 1.76 .65
Non-Head Start 35.4 5.48 1.02
Results of The Performances on The Hallfagnia Test
of Personality (Primary Form AA)
(Total Adjustment)
This section of the research report presents data on the perform
ances of the thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third grade
pupils on the California Test of Personality.
The results of the performances of the thirty Head Start and the
thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils as revealed by the California
Test of Personality (total adjustment) are presented in Tables 7 and 8
and discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the scores ranged from a low of
37 to a high of 81, with a mean of 61.3, a standard deviation of 13.10,
and a standard error of the mean of 2.42. The data in Table 7 further
revealed that 15 or 50.00 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean,
15 or 50.0 per cent scored below the mean, and none scored within the
mean interval, The mean adjustment score of 61.3 indicated that these
pupils were below norm in total adjustment.
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Non-Head Start
For the thirty Non-Head Start pupils, the scores adjustment ranged
from a low of 47 to a high of 80, with a mean of 64.5, a standard devi
ation of 8.35, and a standard error of the mean of 1.55. The data in
Table 7 further revealed that 15 or 50.00 per cent of the pupils scored
above the mean, 9 or 30.00 per cent scored below the mean, and 6 or
20.00 per cent scored within the mean interval. The adjustment score of
64.5 indicated that these pupils were below the norm in total adjustment,
TABLE 7
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL ADJUSTMENT AND STATISTICAL
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE









































































The "t" Ratio for Comparative Data
Table 8 shows that the comparative measures for the two groups
were as follows: the means were 61.3 and 64.5 for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of 3.19 in favor
of the Non-Head Start pupils; the standard deviations were 13.10 and
8.35 for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with
a difference of 4.75 in favor of the Head Start pupils; the standard
errors of the mean were 2.42 and 1.55 for the Head Start and Non-Head
Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of .87 in favor of the
Head Start pupils. The standard error of the difference between the
two means was 2.87.
The "t" ratio for these data was 1.10, which was not statistically
significant for it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of
confidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in
total adjustment was not significant for these two groups of pupils
and thus they were equated on this variable.
TABLE 8
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
(PRIMARY FORM AA) ON THE TOTAL ADJUSTMENT























Results of The Performances on The Stanford Achievement Test
(Primary 11 Battery Form W)
(Word Meaning)
This section of the research report presents data on the perform
ances of the thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third grade
pupils on the Stanford Achievement Test.
The results of the performances of the thirty Head Start and the
thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils as revealed by the Stanford
Achievement Test (word meaning) are presented in Tables 9 and 10 and
discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the scores ranged from a low of
1.7 to a high of 4.2, with a mean of 2.8, a standard deviation of .682,
and a standard error of the mean of .13. The data in Table 9 further
revealed that 13 or 43.34 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean,
10 or 33.33 per cent scored below the mean, and 7 or 23.33 per cent
scored within the mean interval. The mean word meaning of 2.8 indicated
that these pupils were below the norm in word meaning.
Non-Head Start
For the thirty Non-Head Start pupils the scores ranged from a low
of 1.7 to a high of 3.8, with a mean of 2.7, a standard deviation of
.606, and a standard error of the mean of .11. The data in Table 9 fur
ther revealed that 15 or 50.00 per cent of the pupils scored above the
mean, 12 or 40.00 per cent scored below the mean, and 3 or 10.00 per cent
scored within the mean interval. The mean grade placement of 2.7 indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in word meaning.
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TABLE 9
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES AND STATISTICAL MEASURES
OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE STANFORD
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W)
FOR THE TWO GROUPS OF PUPILS
(WORD MEANING)
Head Start Non-Head Start
























































































The "t" Ratio for Comparative Data
Table 10 shows that the comparative measures for the two groups were
as follows: the means were 2.8 and 2.7 for the Head Start and Non-Head
33
Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of .10 in favor of the
Head Start pupils, the standard deviations were .682 and .606 for the
Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference
of .076 in favor of the Head Start pupils; the standard errors of the
mean were .13 and .11 for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils,
respectively, with a difference of .02 in favor of the Head Start pu
pils. The standard error of the differences between the two means was
.17.
The "t" ratio for these data was .59, which was not statistically
significant because it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level
of confidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in
word meaning ability was not significant for these two groups of pupils
and thus they were equated on this variable.
TABLE 10
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W) IN WORD MEANING


















Results of The Performances on The Stanford Achievement Test
(Primary 11 Battery Form W)
(Paragraph Meaning)
This section of the research report presents data on the thirty
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Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils on the Stanford
Achievement Test.
The results of the performances of the thirty Head Start and the
thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils as revealed by the scores
obtained on the Stanford Achievement Test (paragraph meaning) are pre
sented in Table 11 and discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the scores ranged from a low of
1.3 to a high of 4.4, with a mean of 2.8, a standard deviation of .730,
and a standard error of the mean of .14. The data in Table 11 further
revealed that 12 or 40.00 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean,
16 or 53*33 per cent scored below the mean, and 2 or 6.67 per cent scored
within the mean interval. The mean paragraph meaning score of 2.8 indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in paragraph meaning.
Non-Head Start
For the thirty Non-Head Start pupils, the scores ranged from a low
of 1.5 to a high of 4.2, with a mean of 2.5, a standard deviation of
.651, and a standard error of the mean of .12. The data in Table 11
further revealed that 13 or 43.23 per cent of the pupils scored above
the mean, 10 or 33.33 per cent scored below the mean, and 7 or 23.33
per cent scored within the mean interval. The mean quotient of 2.5 indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in paragraph meaning.
The "t" Ratio for Comparative Data
Table 12 shows that the comparative measures for the two groups
were as follows: the means were 2.8 and 2.5 for the Head Start and
35
TABLE 11
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES AND STATISTICAL MEASURES
OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE STANFORD
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W)
FOR THE TOO GROUPS OF PUPILS
(PARAGRAPH MEANING COMPONENT)
Head Start Non-Head Start




























































Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of .23 in favor
of the Head Start pupils; the standard deviations were .780 and .651 for
the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a differ
ence of .129 in favor of the Head Start pupils, the standard errors of
the mean were .14 and .12 for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils,
respectively, with a difference of .02 in favor of the Head Start pupils,
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The standard error of the difference between the two means was .18.
The "t" ratio for these data was 1.28 which was not statisti
cally significant because it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent
level of confidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the differ
ence in paragraph meaning ability was not significant for these two groups
of pupils and thus they were equated on this variable.
TABLE 12
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W) IN PARAGRAPH MEANING




















Results of The Performances on The Stanford Achievement Test
(Primary 11 Battery Form W)
(Arithmetic Concepts)
This section of the research report presents data on the perform
ances of the thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third grade
pupils on the Stanford Achievement Test.
The results of the performances of the thirty Head Start and the
thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils as revealed by the scores ob
tained on the Stanford Achievement Test (arithmetic concepts) are pre
sented in Table 13 and discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
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Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the scores ranged from a low of
1.4 to a high of 4.5, with a mean of 2.6, a standard deviation of .925
and a standard error of the mean of .17. The data in Table 13 further
revealed that 10 or 33.33 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean,
14 or 43.67 per cent scored below the mean, and 6 or 20.00 per cent
scored within the mean interval. The mean arithmetic concepts score
of 2.6 indicated that these pupils were below the norm in arithmetic
concepts.
Non-Head Start
For the thirty Non-Head Start pupils, the scores ranged from a low
of 1.4 to a high of 6.8, with a mean of 2.6, a standard deviation of
1.11, and a standard error of the mean of .21. The data in Table 13
further revealed that 8 or 26.67 per cent of the pupils scored above
the mean, 16 or 53.33 per cent scored below the mean, and 6 or 20.00 per
cent scored within the mean interval. The mean quotient of 2.6 indicated
that these pupils were below the norm in arithmetic concepts.
The "t" Ratio for Comparative Data
Table 14 shows that the comparative measures for the two groups
were as follows: the means were 2.6 and 2.6 for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with no difference between the
two groups of pupils; the standard deviations were .925 and 1.11 for
the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a dif
ference of .185 in favor of the Non-Head Start pupils; the standard
errors of the mean were .17 and .21 for the Head Start and Non-Head
38
TABLE 13
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES AND STATISTICAL MEASURES
OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE STANFORD
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W)
FOR THE TWO GROUPS OF PUPILS
(ARITHMETIC CONCEPTS)
Head Start Non-Head Start











































































Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of .04 in favor of the
Non-Head Start pupils. The standard error of the difference between
the two means was .27.
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The "t" ratio for these data was .15 which was not statistically
significant because it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level
of confidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference
in Arithmetic Concepts ability was not significant for these two groups
of pupils and thus they were equated on this variable.
TABLE 14
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W) IN ARITHMETIC CONCEPTS

























Results of The Performances on The Stanford Achievement
Test (Primary 11 Battery Form W)
(Arithmetic Computation)
This section of the research report presents data on the perform
ances of thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils
on the Stanford Achievement Test.
The results of the performances of the thirty Head Start and the
thirty Non-Head Start third grade pupils as revealed by the scores ob
tained on the Stanford Achievement (arithmetic computation) are pre
sented in Table 15 and discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Head Start
For the thirty Head Start pupils the scores ranged from a low of
1.0 to a high of 5.2, with a mean of 3.3, a standard deviation of 1.05,
40
and a standard error of the mean of .20. The data in Table 15 fur
ther revealed that 15 or 50.00 per cent of the pupils scored above
the mean, 15 or 50.00 per cent scored below the mean, and none scored
within the mean interval. The mean computation score of 3.3 indicated
that these pupils were below the norm in Arithmetic Computation.
TABLE 15
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES AND STATISTICAL MEASURES
OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY ON THE STANFORD
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W)
FOR THE TWO GROUPS OF PUPILS
(ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION)
Head Start Non-Head Start

































































































For the thirty Non-Head Start pupils, the scores ranged from a
low of 1.7 to a high of 4.8, with a mean of 3.1, a standard deviation
of .891, and a standard error of the mean of .17. The data in Table 15
further revealed that 11 or 36.67 per cent of the pupils scored above
the mean, 15 or 50.00 per cent scored below the mean, and 4 or 13.33 per
cent scored within the mean interval. The mean quotient of 3.1 indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in arithmetic computation.
The "t" for Comparative Data
Table 16 shows that the comparative measures for the two groups
were as follows: the means were 3.3 and 3.1 for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference of .2 in favor
of the Head Start pupils; the standard deviations were 1.05 and .891 for
the Head Start and Noe-Head Start pupils, respectively, with a difference
of .159 in favor of the Head Start pupils; the standard errors of the
mean were .20 and .17 for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils, re
spectively, with a difference of .03 in favor of the Head Start pupils.
The standard error of the difference between the two means was .26.
The "t" ratio for these data was .77, which was not statistically
significant because it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level
of confidence with 58 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference
in arithmetic computation ability was not significant for these two
groups of pupils and thus they were equated on this variable.
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TABLE 16
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(PRIMARY 11 BATTERY FORM W) IN ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION




















Summary of Measures of The Central Tendency, Variability
and The Significance of Differences between The
Head Start and Non-Head Start Third
Grade Pupils
This section of the research report presents summary data on the
performances of thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third grade
pupils.
The variables presented in this section are as follows:
1. California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity which shows
the comparison of the intellectual ability of the two
groups of pupils.
2. California Test of Personality, shows the comparison
between the two groups of pupils in personal adjustment,
social adjustment and total adjustment.
3. Stanford Achievement Test compares the two groups of
pupils in word meaning, paragraph meaning, arithmetic
computation, and arithmetic concepts.
TABLE 17
SUMMARY OF MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY, VARIABILITY AND THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE HEAD START AND NON-HEAD START
THIRD GRADE PUPILS
Head Start Non-Head Start
Test Variables Mean Sigma SEm Mean Sigma % - M2
California Short Form Test
of Mental Maturity
Intelligence Quotients
California Test of Person-
























































































Recapitulation of The Theoretical Basis of The Study
One of the most significant developments in American education
during the past few years is the upsurge of interest in programs and
practices which are designed to help compensate for the observed handi
caps of socially disadvantaged young children, mainly in rural and ur
ban slum areas. One of the most recent curricula innovations is the
Project Head Start. Project Head Start is a community-centered educa
tional program, funded by the Federal Government through the Office of
Economic Opportunity, and designed to help disadvantaged pre-school
children become better prepared to enter school. Through providing the
pre-school child with Head Start experiences, the writer believed that
there would be an increase in the child's measured intellectual ability,
a marked difference in academic achievement and social adjustment of
pupils in the third grade with Head Start training and those without
this pre-school training. The problem, therefore, evolved from the
writer's personal experiences as a Head Start teacher in a disadvan
taged urban school area.
The problem of this research report was to make a comparison of
the academic achievement and social adjustment of two groups of third
grade pupils, one with Head S tart experiences and the other without
such experiences. These equivalent groups of pupils have attended
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the Wesley Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, throughout the three years
following the Head Start Program.
Recapitulation of the Research Design
The desctiptive method of research was employed in collecting
the data for this research report. The techniques used were tests and
record folders. Statistical measures of central tendency variability
were used for interpretation of the data.
The study was conducted during the summer of 1968 at the Wesley
Avenue School, Atlanta, Georgia, where the writer was a teacher in the
summer school.
The subjects were sixty third grade pupils at the Wesley Avenue
School, Atlanta, Georgia. Thirty of the subjects were those with Head
Start experiences, and thirty without such experiences.
The instruments used for collection of data were:
1. The California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, adminis
tered in March, 1968, was used to measure intellectual ability.
2. California Test of Personality. Form AA, administered in
April, 1968, was used to measure personality traits.
3. Stanford Achievement Test. Form W,administered in April,
1968, was used to measure specific areas of academic
achievement.
The major purpose of this study was to test the null hypothesis
that there is no difference between the academic achievement and social
adjustment of thirty third grade pupils who were in the initial Head
Start Program and thirty third grade pupils who were not in the initial
Head Start Program.
More specifically, the purposes were to answer the following
questions:
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1. Do children with Head Start experiences make more
rapid progress in academic achievement and social
adjustment than children without such experiences
according to general test performances?
2. Is there a significant difference between the groups
in school achievement as measured by the Stanford





3. What is the significance of differences between the
groups in social adjustment as measured by the




4. What implications can be drawn from the findings for
the purpose of improving the school program?
Summary of the Survey of Related Literature
The literature pertinent to this study is presented in the epit
omized statements below.
1. Pre-school education is not by any means new and revolution
ary. In Scandinavia, for example, it has long been routine
for factories to provide child centers to permit working
mothers a place to leave their children as they report to
work.
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2. By 1880, some four hundred pre-school programs were in
operation in the United States. These were known as
kindergartens and became a part of the public school
system in 1873.
3. These early pre-school institutions advocated the ideas
of Friedrich Froebel such as self-activity, and social
participation,
4. In more recent years the Montessori Method of teaching
pre-school age children has advocated the principles of
self-activity and socialization, but has included person
ality development as another basic principle.
5. The most recent innovation in pre-school education was
organized in 1965 with the Head Start Child Development
Programs designed for pre-school children from low-income
families.
6. The broad goals of the Head Start Programs are based upon
a knowledge of the child's level of development—his needs,
abilities and limitations at each stage of development.
7. In citing the basic needs of the pre-school child, most
educators list health, security, respect for self, and
a sense of adequacy,
8. All children need certain experiences with stimuli so that
physical and psychological development and the accompanying
curiosity, investigativeness and learning can take place.
Among the disadvantaged children, the lack of sensory stim
uli is an important factor in their learning difficulties.
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9. Much of the energy and attention of the disadvantaged child
is directed to his immediate needs and he is less able to
attend to learning and school tasks which must seem to him
as less urgent and obviously not very relevant to his present
state.
10. Recent studies about pre-school education indicate that
pupils who experience this training show an advantage
over those without such training in school achievement
and personality development.
Summary of Findings
The findings of this study are presented in accordance with the
purposes. Quantitative interpretations are presented in Chapter II,
Tables 1-16 and Summary Table 17.
1. From the data on distribution and analyses of differences
for the thirty Head Start and thirty Non-Head Start third
grade pupils involved in this research report, the following
findings of the intelligence quotients were pertinents:
(a) The mean intelligence quotients for the two groups
of pupils were 99.9 and 100.7 for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils respectively. These results
indicated that these pupils were at the norm.
(b) The "t" ratio for intelligence quotients was 1.1,
which was not statistically significant for it was
less than 2.58 at the ,01 level of confidence.
2. Distribution of personal adjustment for the Head Start
and Non-Head Start third grade pupils was as follows:
(a) The mean scores were 27.1 and 28.9 for the Head
Start and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively,
which indicated that these pupils were below the
norm in social adjustment.
(b) The "t" ratio for these data was 1.22, which was
not statistically significant because it was less
than 2.58 at the .01 level of confidence with 58
degrees of freedom.
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3. Distribution of social adjustment for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils was as follows:
(a) The mean scores were 34.3 and 35.4 for the Head Start
and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, which indicated
that these pupils were below the norm in social adjust
ment.
(b) The "t" ratio for these data was .65, which was not
statistically significant at the .01 level of confi
dence.
4. Distribution of total adjustment for the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils was as follows:
(a) The mean scores were 61.3 and 64.5 for the Head Start
and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, which indi
cated that the two groups were above the norm in total
adjustment.
(b) The "t" ratio for these data was 1.10, which was not
statistically significant at the .01 level of confi
dence.
5. Distribution of raw scores for word meaning for the Head
Start and Non-Head Start pupils was as follows:
(a) The mean scores were 2.8 and 2.7 for the Head Start
and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, which indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in word
meaning ability.
(b) The "t" ratio for these data was .59 which was not
statistically significant at the .01 level of confi
dence.
6. The distribution of raw scores in paragraph meaning for
the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils was as follows:
(a) The mean scores were 2.8 and 2.5 for the Head Start
and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, which indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in para
graph meaning.
(b) The "t" ratio for these data was 1.28, which was not
statistically significant at the .01 level of confi
dence.
7. The results of the distribution of raw scores in arithmetic
concepts for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils was
as follows:
(a) The mean scores were 2.6 and 2.6 for the Head Start
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and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, which indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in arith
metic concepts.
(b) The "t" ratio for these data was .15, which was not
statistically significant at the .01 per cent level
of confidence.
8. The distribution of raw scores in arithmetic computation
for the Head Start and Non-Head Start pupils was as follows:
(a) The mean scores were 3.3 and 3.1 for the Head Start
and Non-Head Start pupils, respectively, which indi
cated that these pupils were below the norm in arithme
tic computation.
(b) The "t" ratio for these data was .77, which was not
statistically significant at the (.01) level of confi
dence.
9. The significant differences between the Head Start and
Non-Head Start pupils in personal adjustment yielded the
following findings:
(a) There was no significant difference in personal adjust
ment for these two groups of pupils.
(b) There was no significant difference in social adjust
ment for these two groups of pupils.
(c) The difference in total adjustment was not significant
for these two groups of pupils.
10. The significant differences between the Head Start and Non-
Head Start pupils in academic achievement yielded the
following findings:
(a) The difference in word meaning ability was not signifi
cant for these two groups of pupils.
(b) The difference in paragraph meaning was not significant
for these two groups.
(c) The difference in arithmetic concepts was not signifi
cant for the two groups.
(d) There was also no significant difference in arithmetic
computation between the two groups.
Conclusions
The analysis and interpretation of data derived from this research
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would appear to warrant the following conclusions:
1. The results from the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity indicated that there was no significant differ
ence in the level of intelligence between the two groups.
It was concluded that both groups were not achieving at
the maximum level of expectancy.
2. The results from the California Test of Personality indi
cated that both groups were below the norm in social
adjustment, and personal adjustment, therefore it was con
cluded that a guidance program would be useful in aiding
the pupils in understanding their problems and improving
their adjustment.
3. There was no significant difference in the academic achieve-
ment of the two groups of pupils in the specific areas
tested, it was therefore concluded that a remedial program
would aid in eliminating deficiencies in these areas.
4. Since there was no significant differences in any of the
tested performances between the two groups of pupils, it
was concluded that the advantages achieved through Head
Start experiences somehow are no longer apparent after
three years in regular school classes.
5. The null hypothesis was validated.
Implications
The findings and conclusions of this study warranted the following
statements:
1. The educational advantages achieved by the initial Head
Start children were not permanent.
2. Compensatory and remedial programs are needed for the primary
grades, to provide a continuous program to reinforce the
advantages of Head-Start.
3. Trained counselors and social workers are needed to assist
the pupils with their personal needs.
4. More programs and activities are needed to prepare teachers
to understand the disadvantaged pupils.
5. More research of this type is needed in order to determine
ways by which disadvantaged children can be motivated to
develop their fullest potentials.
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Recommendations
The findings, conclusions and implications of this research re
port suggest the following recommendations:
1. The Head Start Program should be incorporated as a part
of the regular school curriculum.
2. Compensatory and remedial reading classes should be offered
after school or Saturday mornings.
3. The school should provide an environment in which children
will have maximum opportunities to develop their full
potentials.
4. The school should maintain close contact with the parents
in order to expand parental involvement in school activities,
5. A high level of professional competency should be required
for those who work with economically disadvantaged children.
6. Teachers should develop the abilities and skills needed to
understand behavior; that they learn to respect the dis
advantaged children and their parents.
7. The teacher-pupil ratio be reduced in schools located in
deprived areas.
8. A guidance committee should be formed to implement an
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test i: Word Meaning
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line through the
answer that makes the sentence true, as
shown in the first sample. Look at all four
answers and choose the best one.
samples a A dog can
paint -bark read sing
B The name of a color is
food wood blue cold
1 When a girl grows up, she becomes a
father sister son woman
2 A man who flies an airplane is a
postman cowboy fireman pilot
3 To sweep a floor, you would use a
broom mop comb curtain
4 A page is a part of a
play poem book party
5 A very small piece of bread is called a
cake ball cut crumb
.. s We use a pencil to
write smoke drink dress
? One who is rich is
rapid not poor brave not selfish
8 When someone lends you a pen, you
lose it buy it borrow it break it
9 If a box has nothing in it, it is
empty large heavy open
10 A pail is another name for
a seat ajar a bucket stairs
11 A person who visits your house is your
daughter enemy brother guest
12 When you say the same thing more than
once, you
repeat it copy it forget it taste it
13 One who is honest tells the
cause truth news time
H If you capture a rabbit, you
hurt it kill it tease it catch it
15 A diamond is
dull precious dirty brass
16 There are sixteen ounces in a
pound foot sack inch
17 The exact middle of something is called its
edge side center top
is Something which does not cost much is
said to be
lovely poor cheap valuable
19 To do something right away is to do it
wrong immediately steadily backward
20 Something which is hard to believe is
common amazing untrue clear
21 To destroy something is to
praise it defend it develop it
ruin it
22 To glance is to
swim dash look fear
23 To dine is to
cash die play eat
24 An object which is standing still is
heavy large secure motionless
25 When you gain weight, you
decrease increase lose remain
26 A small round stone is called a
brick rock pebble mill
27 A common cold is quite
ordinary unusual good pretty
28 If you are not timid, you are
mean polite brave cold
29 To injure is to
encourage help hinder hurt
30 When there is very little to eat, food is
scarce poor plentiful abundant
31 To loosen the ground around the plants
in your garden, you might use
a sprayer a captivator an elevator
a cultivator
32 When something expands, it becomes
smaller round bigger soft
33 If your hands are bound, they are
dirty tied small strong
34 If you go to the movies frequently, you go
seldom often alone once in a while
35 A man who sings with a low, deep voice
is called a
bass soprano contralto tenor
36 If a park is convenient, it is
handy large crowded closed
No. Right 12 34 5 171110 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 IB 19 80 2122 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31323334353*
Or. Score 12 13 14 15 16 17 17 18 18 19 20 2123 25 26 27 27 28 29 30 3132 33 35 36 37 38 40 42 44 47 5157 64 69 75+
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test 2: Paragraph Meaning
DIRECTIONS: Find the one word or
phrase that belongs in each space, and
draw a line through the word or phrase.
Do not write in the spaces.
SAMPLE
I have a handle.
I have wheels.
Jack pulls me.
I am a a...
A chair wagon- house puppy
Sarah went to the library,
saw many 1
1 books dolls animals
There she
classrooms
This is how Tim made a red wagon. He
took a large box and painted it ...2
He put a handle on one end and then put
four ....3..... on it. This made a nice red
wagon.
2 red Tom wagon box
3 colors boxes wheels ends
Billy did a trick.
He stood on his head.
His 4..... went up in the air.
4 hands head ball feet
John wanted to buy a cake.
He went to the .....5
He also bought some .....6......
5 country baker builder airport
6 butter meat fish bread
Chuck wanted to see the ball game on
TV. He turned his set .....7..... and waited
for a clear, bright ....8
7 on off in under
8 noise picture day sky
The singing birds entertain us. We like
to .....?..... their .....10....
9 hear see touch feel
10 songs colors flight tricks
We saw a TV show about cowboys.
They rode very fast on their horses and
shot bad men with their guns. Mother
said, "Real .....11.... work hard taking
care of ...12... They do not spend
their time .....13.... bad men."
11 horses cowboys men people
12 grass sheep cattle land
13 shooting beating shaking scaring
Mary started to write a letter, but she
ran out of ink. She could not find
another ....1.4...... so she had to finish the
.....IS.... with a pencil.
14 paper crayon pen typewriter
15 letter envelope ink pencil
Joe got a new sled for Christmas. He
has not used it much because there has
been little .16... this ....17....
16 rain freeze snow storm
17 spring summer autumn winter
Sue wanted a book for her birthday.
The one she liked best was expensive,
but Father said he would .....18.... it for
.....I?..... anyway.
18 sell buy make read
19 him her book Father
A sentence is made up of words. To
read the sentence you must know most
of the ...20...
20 sentences words letters pictures
Ben went to the beach. He went wading
in the ...21..., but he stayed near the shore
because he did not know how to .22 ...
21 sand grass rocks water
22 swim sing dive sail
Jane took a sip of lemonade. She said
it . .23.... much too ...24 ...
23 tasted felt smelled sounded
24 heavy sour soft rough
TIE HIT PAIE ►
test 2: Paragraph Meaning (Continued)
Sea plants, an important food for most
fish, grow only in shallow water. Many
more 25 . are therefore found in shallow
water than in ...26... water.
25 rocks shells snails fish
26 sea warm deep fresh
Mr. and Mrs. Kern have run the small
shop on Sloan Street for many years.
It is called the Swiss Bakery. They sell
fresh homemade bread, delicious spice
cakes, and all kinds of cookies. Mrs.
Kern bakes everything herself in the
kitchen of their home behind the store.
Children in the neighborhood like to go
to the bakery for their mothers, for
Mr. Kern always gives them a cookie.
Although their prices are a little higher
than those at the larger bakeries, the
Kerns do a good business. They are
known for always having fresh, high
quality bakery products.
Children like to go to the bakery because
they get .....27.....
27 candy money cookies ice cream
The Kerns' home address is 28 .
28 on Sloan Street in the country
in Switzerland not known
The Kerns have a 29 shop.
29 grocery candy bakery dairy
The Kerns' store is .30....
30 big wide narrow little
What kind of cakes do the Kerns sell?
31
31 spice bread chocolate cookie
Customers like the Swiss Bakery because
it has 32 .
32 low prices high prices
good products many products
As you go farther above sea level, the
air becomes colder. Mountains rise
far above .. 33... Therefore the tops
of many mountains are covered with
34 .
33 sea level cold air warm air
snowfall
34 flowers leaves moss snow
In the north half of her garden, Mrs.
Stone raises vegetables. In the south
half she raises flowers. She planted ...35...
in the north part and ...36... in the south
part.
35 apples carrots daisies cherries
36 trees grass potatoes roses
The journey was going to be long and
dangerous. The captain told his men to
load their 37 and check their supply
of 38 .
37 rifles bullets belts boots
38 rifles food hats gloves
Helen and Sue are very different. Helen
is untidy and rather short. Sue is 39
and quite 40 .
39 honest neat thin strong
40 polite dark tall heavy
Joe needed a match. He wanted to
...41.. the fire.
41 see build put out light
Ralph was in trouble. He lost his paddle
as his canoe went racing down the ...42...
42 road mountain river valley
The sun comes up in the east and goes
down in the west. Boston is east of
Chicago. Therefore, morning comes to
Chicago ...43... than it does to Boston.
43 later earlier fresher easier
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE I



























O I an axle
ill
■» a propeller
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test 2: Paragraph Meaning (Continued)
Mount Vernon, the home of George
Washington, is on the west bank of the
Potomac River, 15 miles south of the
nation's capital. It was built about 1743
by Lawrence Washington, the half-
brother of our first president. It
was the family seat of the Washington
family until 1860, when it was purchased
by the United States to be a national
shrine.
What is the title that would tell best the
topic of this paragraph? ...44...
44 Our First President Mount Vernon
Lawrence Washington
George Washington
The Washington family seat was located
on the 45 shore of the Potomac River.
45 north east south west
The family home of the Washingtons




the city of Washington
Mount Vernon is now a . .47....
47 national capital modern farm
home national shrine





the state of Virginia
Looking at a very bright light makes it
impossible to see smaller . .49.... near it.
We cannot see the stars in the daytime
because the ...50.....
49 suns lights stars clouds
50 sky is too blue stars are too far away
sky is too cloudy sun is too bright
All farmers have to plow, harrow, and
fertilize their land. In places where there
is not enough rainfall, farmers must ...51....
their land, too.
51 fertilize plow irrigate harrow
For many years the flavor of tomatoes
was destroyed when they were frozen.
Although you could buy canned tomatoes
and tomato juice you never were able to
find tomatoes or. .5.2 . juice in the ....sa...
section of the market.
52 vegetable frozen canned tomato
53 vegetable frozen foods juice
eanned foods
Seldom has a country been more in
appropriately named than Greenland.
Except for a narrow strip around its
southern coast, it is land buried under a
cap of 54 , which never goes away.
Greenland might better have been called
55 .
54 tundra ice soil trees
55 Treeland Vinland Darkland Iceland
George and Jim are similar in every way.
George is quite heavy for his age; Jim
is ...56 George excels in most sports;
Jim is a good ...31....
56 not light tall too
57 boy sport athlete worker
Egypt is in northeastern Africa and
Greece is in southeastern Europe. But
since Africa is south of Europe, Greece is
58 of Egypt.
58 north east south southwest
The great effect which Donatello's work
had on his own and succeeding generations
was that of making sculptors and painters
ashamed of any affectation. He tried to
make his statues as lifelike and natural as
possible, and was the first ...59.. of Italy
to have such an ideal.
59 sculptor writer man architect
A copyright is the exclusive right, given
by law, to make and sell a book, picture,
or other similar work. When an author
has a story copyrighted, it is ...6Q__._ for
another person to print the story without
the author's permission.
60 unfair impolite illegal foolish
No. Right 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 IB 19 20 2122 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3132 33 34 35 36 37 36 39 40
Gr. Score 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 16 16 17 17~17l8 18 19 19 20 20 2121 22 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 28 29 29 30 30 313132 33 34 35 36 37 39 40 4142 43 44 46 48
No. Right (cont'd) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
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Gr. Score 52 54 56 58 60 63 65 67 70 72 74 75+
TEST 6: Language Part A: Capitalization and Punctuation
DIRECTIONS: In the story below, all capital
letters have been left out. You are to answer
questions about only those words which are under
lined and have numbers above them. Do not
worry about words that are not underlined. Find
the row of answers at the right that has the same
number as the underlined word. If an underlined
word with a number above it should be capitalized,
put a cross through the circle with the capital
letter. If a small letter is correct, put a cross
through the circle with the small letter.
DIRECTIONS: In the letter below, decide what
mark of punctuation, if any, is needed after each
underlined word. Find the punctuation mark
needed in the row at the light that has the same
number as the underlined word. Put a cross
through the circle with the correct punctuation
mark, or put a cross through the circle with the
N if no punctuation is needed.
SAMPLE
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mary and torn are going
1 2.3
on february 8 1960 the boy scouts
4 5
of america were fifty years old cub
6 . 7
scouts boy scouts and explorers
8
celebrated their 50th birthday on
that day
9 10 II
in 1909 william boyce an american
12 13 14
was lost in a london fog an english
15
boy helped him find his way mr boyce
16
offered the boy money the boy
17
said no i am a boy scout sir i don't
18 19
take money for good deeds
mr boyce helped start the boy
20

























do french boys ever play
26 27
football i guess football is an
american sport
boys and men play on football
28
teams i've never seen a girls' team
29
dick my brother's friend plays on
30 31 32
the high school team mr brown his
33
science teacher is the football coach
34 35
daddy jane my sister and i
often watch football games on
36
television did you ever see an























test 8: Language (Continued) Part B: Usage
IRECTIONS: In each sentence decide which of the
lumbered words is correct. Sometimes neither one
s correct. If number 1 is correct, put a cross in the
:ircle at the right which has 1 in it. If number 2 is
correct, put a cross in the circle on number 2. If
leither is correct, put a cross in the circle on N.
SAMPLES A Joe 1 set in the chair ®@®
B Sally * ^ here. .. ©@®
1 Do you i «£°w when Dad is coming home? (PV^T)^
56Why has he \ Jg* this?
57 Those two boys \ wasn't *n sch°°l today.
12 Janet and I walked \ buy ^e candy store.
1 My aunt, she
3 2 My aunt bouSht Us some ice cream. ©@®
HBe sure to 2 ^ht y°ur name on the paper.
B92 isre there any cows on the farm?
M i wasn't
ij 60 The clowns £ weren't *n ^e Parade today.
61 Bill and his sister \ h^^.* been here
62 Jeff 2 growedWe ^^ since last summer...
to get lunch.
V)(2j(N)
[& Is the lady coming to 2 ^r house?.
little brother \ j^f talk yet
\i I 2 saw* y°ur sister this morning.
j 63 Mother 2
I
I j 64 The elephant 2 took*00
iij 65 John would never have \ £J* the cake..
66 Miss Jones has \
a Didn't you \ J6^ Mother call us? ©@®
me borrow
\ f
us how to read..
2 neter cowboys
68 Fred has 2^: early
69 Did the children play \ Jgj1 together? ..
■i 67 We haven't
i
>o Did they ™ you a balloon yet?
>i The children \ j^wed Pictures in class. .. (T)(2)(N)
I 70Why.
| 71 2 H d are
^2 Dick didn't find i
er an rne
\
t Sue and Jane at the party?.
to have lunch....
% 72 Tom walks ^°o slow to keep up with us.
Play ball after school. ©@® | 731 ^>t Jim and Ann going to the zoo?..
54Jack 2 brung his baseball and bat. <! 74 Dick has never 0 ?jjL_ in an airplane....
*j u riduen r
55Mary, why \ ^ you absent yesterday?. (TYIYn) | 75 Jane has \ ™"ned into the house.
No.Right t 2 14 5 6 7 B I 10 1112 13 14151617 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 39 30 31 4142 43 44 45 46 47 46 49 50
Gr. Score Below 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 19 19 20 212122 22 23 24 25 25 26 27 28 29 30 313132 33 34 36 37 38 39 4142 44 45
No, Right (coat'd) 51 52 53 54 55 55 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75
Gr. Score 46 48 49 50 51 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 75 75+
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test 7: Arithmetic Computation
DIRECTIONS: Look at
each example carefully to
see what you are to do.
Find the answer for each
example. Work quickly
but try not to make errors.
SAMPLES ;
•. -■ -. . +































































































































































































No, Right 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 810 1112 1314151617 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 36 39 40 4142 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Gr. Score 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 19 20 21 23 24 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 3132 33 34 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 39 39 40 4142 43 43 44 45 46 46 47 48
No: Right (confd) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
Gr. Score 49 50 51 52 53 54 56 58 62 70
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TEST 8: Arithmetic Concepts Part A: Numbers and Measures






No. of words — 123456789 10
o o o o
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o o o o
June
2 3 4 5 6 7
1
8









O Six thousand twelve
O Six hundred twelve
O Sixty hundred twelve
O Sixty thousand twelve
14 GO 01 TO THE IEXT PIGE ►
test §: Arithmetic Concepts (Continued)
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o Ol O2 O3 O4
°artB: Problem Solving
25 George gave away 5 marbles. He then
had 7 left. How many marbles did
George have at first? Make a cross in
the circle before the number of marbles.
O 12
30 There are 12 children in David's reading
group when everyone is there. Today
7 children are present. How many
children are absent? Make a cross in
the circle before the number of children
who are absent.
Q4 OS Q7 O19
26John is 29 years old. His brother is
23 years old. How many years older
than his brother is John? Make a cross
in the circle before the number.
O 16 O 52
27 Betty spent some money. She bought a
candy bar for 30^, some gum for 15^,
and a toy car for 40^. How many cents
did she spend all together? Make a cross
in the circle before the number of cents.
O 75 O 80 O85 O90
31 Joe has planted 6 flowers. He wants to
plant 9 all together. How many more
flowers does Joe need to plant? Make a
cross in the circle before the number of
flowers.
3 Vj » U> " \J A!S
32 Shirley can walk 2 miles in 1 hour. At
this rate, how many miles can she walk
in 3 hours? Make a cross in the circle
before the number of miles.
2 CJ 3 (J5 w »
28Nancy paid Jane 4 cents for one-half bar
of candy. At this rate, how many cents
would she pay for a whole bar? Make
a cross in the circle before the number
of cents.
O2 Q4 Q8 O10
33Bob earns 4^ each time he takes out the
rubbish. How many times must he take
out the rubbish to earn 20j£? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O24 O80
29Yesterday Dad bought 8 quarts of oil.
Today he has used all but 3 of them.
How many quarts has he used? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O3 OS O8
34Larry has 4 boxes of pencils. There are
12 pencils in each box. How many
pencils does Larry have in all? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O 3 O 16 O 46 O 48
15 GO 01 TO THE IEXT PI6E ►
TEST 8: Arithmetic Concepts (Continued) Part B: Problem Solving (Continued)
35 On Monday the school cafeteria sold 478
cartons of milk. On Tuesday it sold 337.
How many cartons did it sell on both
days? Make a cross in the circle before
the number.
O 141 O 71S . O 80S O 815
36 Don's car can go 30 miles on 1 gallon of
gas. At this rate, how many miles can it
go on 3 gallons of gas? Make a cross in
the circle before the number.
O 10 O 33 O 60 O 90
37Mary has a piece of ribbon that is 18
inches long. How many inches longer
than a foot is this? Make a cross in the
circle before the number.
O6 O8 O 20 O 30
38 Pencils cost 2$ apiece. If John has ^,
how many whole pencils can he buy?
Make a cross in the circle before the
number.
O5 O6 O9 O 22














39 How many inches did Bob grow from
September to May?
O S3 O 54 Ol O2
40 Who grew the most?
O Bob O Mary O Joe O Two tied.
41 There are 66 chairs in our room. We
want to put them into 3 rows so that
there is an equal number of chairs in
each row. How many chairs should we
put in each row? Make a cross in the
circle before the number.
OH O 22 O 33 O63
42 Jim's father drove 150 miles in 3 hours.
At this rate, how many miles did he drive
in 1 hour? Make a cross in the circle
before the number of miles.
Os O 50 O 75 O 450
43The teacher counted 64 children on the
playground. She saw 21 children leave
and 12 more come. How many children
were then on the playground? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O 31 O 52 O 55 O 97
44 Phil rode his bicycle 1 mile in 6 minutes.
At this rate, how many miles could he
ride in 18 minutes? Make a cross in
the circle before the number of miles.
O3 O4 O6 O 12
45 Mother has 12 spools of thread. June
has 4. Mother has how many times as
many spools of thread as June? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O3 O4 O8 O 16
46 Sue's mother paid 20^ for a fourth of a
pound of butter. At this rate, how many
cents would she pay for a whole pound
of butter? Make a cross in the circle
before the number of cents.
OS O 40 O 60 O 80
No. Right 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 141516 17 IB 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3132 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 414243444546
Gr. Score 1010 111213 1415 16 17 19 2123 24 25 26 26 27 28 29 30 3132 33 34 36 38 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 49 51 53 55 56 57 59 63 67 71 75+
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TEST 1
DIRECTIONS: In each row there is one picture that shows something which is
the opposite of the first picture. Find it and mark its number.
PAGE 3/SF-1H-63
DIRECTIONS: The first two pictures in each row are of things which are alike
in some way. Decide how they are alike and then find the picture to the right of










DIRECTIONS: In each row, the first picture goes with the second. The third
picture goes with one of the three pictures to the right of the second dotted line in




















DIRECTIONS: The numbers in each row become larger or smaller according
to some plan or rule. In each row there is ah extra number that does not belong.
Find the number that should be left out among the answer numbers and mark
its letter.
12 3 4 6 5
(42.) 3 4 5 7 6..
(43.) 5 10 15 20 23 25 - a5 b15 '20 d23
(44.) 5 4 6 3 2 1. d2.
(45.) 2 4 5 6 8 10 a8 "10 c* d*
(46.) 22 24 26 28 29 30 a22 b26 C29 d30
(47.) 3 6 9 10 12 10 d 12
(43.) 12 10 8 6 4 3 a12 b10 C6 d3
(49.) 5 7 9 10 11 13 aH "10 C7 d9
(50.) 11 9 7 5 4 3 1 aH
(51.) 5 11 13 17 23 29 35 a13 b17 C29 d35
(52.) 4 8 12 16 20 22 24 a22 b20 <8 -16-
(53.) 27 21 15 9 6 3 a27 b15 C3 d6
(54.) 12 3 5 7 9..




(number right). . .
TEST 5
DIRECTIONS: Work these problems. Use scratch paper if necessary. Mark the
letter of each correct answer.
There are 3 horses in a corral and
2 more in the barn. How many
horses are there altogether?
60. One basket holds 5 oranges. An
other basket holds twice as many.





50. Tom has 5 marbles. Bob has 4
marbles. Bill has 3 marbles. How






57. Ten dishes are stacked on a shelf.
Four of them are broken. How





58. Ted had 6 rabbits. He gave half
of them to Ralph, then bought 2
more. How many rabbits does Ted
61.. If a freight train travels at the rate
of 20 miles an hour, how many












59. Gladys has 4 apples. Hazel has
three times as many. How many






Nine clothespins are on a line. If
one-third of them fell off, how





63. If an airplane travels at the rate
of 275 miles an hour, how many





64. How many pieces of candy can you





65. Mary started studying at 7:30 P.M.
and stopped at 9:15 P.M. How
long did she study?
a 1 hour 45 minutes
b2 hours
C2 hours 15 minutes




DIRECTIONS: Find the word that means the same or about the same as the first
word in each row, and mark its number.
'-. happy. . .'sad 2glad 3bad
66- frozen steaming scenic icy
67. trap 'find 2 remove 3 catch
68. almost barely ..: :..:„. 2 never 3 nearly
69. hatchet . 'axe 2drill ..3saw
70. autumn 'winter 2 spring 3fall
71. improve ....'better 2 satisfy 3 admit
72. kneeling 'crouching 2running 3balancing .
73. comfortable ' enjoyable 2 legible 3 furniture
74. beast .'raven. Muck 3 tiger
75. costume ' distress 2 dress dive
76. perform ' refuse 2 climb 3 execute
77. jewel 'gem 2 mirror 3 ornament
78. anchor ' hammer 2 weight 3 anvil
79. herd ' group . 2 listen 3 begin
80. amuse ' afford 2 game 3 please
81. announce .' publish .2 reform 3 destroy
82. valise 'clock 2suitcase basket
83. noble 'bad. 1 2 grand 3 peasant
84. consent .' offer .2 oppose 3 agree
85. eclipse ' pattern 2 shadow 3 star
86. pulley. 'plow 2pull 3 wheel
87. hostile 'calm 2 angry 3 elderly
88. lofty ....'level 2tall "useful
89. ascending ' lowering 2 revolving 3 rising






DIRECTIONS: Read the following items. Mark the number of each correct
answer according to the story.






96. The woodcutter let the bird go
because he
1 thought it might bite him.
2 thought it was too pretty to keep.
3 was afraid of it.
4 felt sorry for it.
91. The woodcutter lived in a hut
*in the forest.
2 on the edge of the forest.
3 in a small village near the forest.
4 several miles from the forest.
92. The woodcutter returned to the hut
1 after dark.
2 in the evening.
3 at mid-afternoon.
4 late in the morning.
93. One day the woodcutter cut down
1 a small tree.
2 a young tree.
3 a dead tree.
4 an old tree.
94. The woodcutter found a bird
1 perched on a limb, of the tree.
2 in the hollow trunk.
3 in the hollow stump.
4 hiding between the roots of the
tree.
97. When he first heard the bird speak,





98. The bird was so thankful to be












95. "Here is a fine bird," the wood
cutter said. "My wife
'can cook it for supper."
2 would like it for a pet."
3 would love to eat it."
4 can make soup of it."
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100. The bird said, "If you ever do
think of something,
1 put a letter about it at the edge
of the forest."
2 send someone to tell me."
3 come to me."




101. The woodcutter's wife told him to
go ask the bird for some
1 bread and milk.
2 cakes and honey.
3 bread and cheese.
4 milk and cheese.
106. The bird said that it would
1 grant her wish.
2 not grant her wish.
3 turn her into a toad if she both
ered him again.
4 think about it.
102, After the wife's first wish was
granted, she told her husband to
ask the bird for
1 a new house.
2 a lot of gold.
3 new clothes.
4 help in fixing up their hut.





4 his wife's servants.
103. After the wife was finally given a
palace, she had her servants drag





The woodcutter and his wife lived
in the hut for
1 five years.
2 ten years.
3 a few years.
4 many years.
104. One day, the woodcutter's wife
'sent a servant to ask him to
come to the palace.
2 had the woodcutter dragged be
fore her.
3 invited the woodcutter to live
in the palace.
4 told the woodcutter to go away
and never come back.
109. The woodcutter wanted to thank
the bird for
1 what it had done to make the
woodcutter's wife happy.
2 making the woodcutter's wife a
queen.
3 giving the woodcutter and his
wife a new home.
4 granting all of his wife's wishes.
105. The woodcutter's wife told him
that she wanted to be
1 ruler of all the world.
2 queen of the waters.
3 queen of the forest.
4 queen of all the country.
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110. The title of the story read to you
a while ago was
1 "The Woodcutter and the Gold
en Bird."
2 "The Old Woodcutter."
3 "The Woodcutter and His
Wife."
























































*Un/ess otherwise indicated, national norms appropriate for pupil's chronological age are used.
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TO BOYS AND GIRLS:
This booklet has some questions which can be answered YES or NO. Your
answers will show what you usually think, how you usually feel, or what you
usually do about things. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU/A DIVISION OF McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY,
DEL MONTE RESEARCH PARK. MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA—COPYRIGHT & 1942, 1953 BY McGRAW-HILL, INC.—ALL RIGHTS RESERVED— PRINTED IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA -THIS WORK. OR ANY PARTS THEREOF. MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED IN ANY FORM WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE PUBLISHERS.
5 4 3 3 1
PRACTICE QUESTIONS
A. Do you have a dog at home? YES NO
B. Did you walk all the way to school today? YES NO
Page 2
CTP-P-AA
1. Is it easy for you to play by yourself
when you have to? YES N0
2. Is it easy for you to talk to your
class? YES NO
SECTION 1 A
3. Do you feel like crying when you are
hurt a little? YES NO
4. Do you feel bad when you are blamed
for things? YES NO
5. Do you usually finish the games you
start? YES NO
6. Does someone usually help you dress? YES NO
7. Can you get the children to bring
back your things? YES NO
8. Do you need help to eat your meals? YES NO
Section 1 A
(number right) .
1. Do the children think you can do
things well? YES NO
2. Do the other children often do nice
things for you? YES NO
3. Do you have fewer friends than other
children? YES NO
4. Do most of the boys and girls like
you? YES NO
5. Do your folks think that you are
bright? YES NO
6. Can you do things as well as other
children? YES NO
7. Do people think that other children
are better than you? YES NO







1. Do your folks sometimes let you buy
things? YES NO
2. Do you have to tell some people to let
you alone? YES NO
3. Do you go to enough new places? YES NO
4. Do your folks keep you from playing
with the children you like? YES NO
5. Are you allowed to play the games
you like? YES NO
6. Are you punished for many things
you do? YES NO
7. May you do most of the things you
like? YES NO





1. Do you need to have more friends? YES NO
2. Do you feel that people don't like
you? YES NO
3. Do you have good times with the
children at school? YES NO
4. Are the children glad to have you
in school? YES NO
5. Are you lonesome even when you are
with people? YES NO
6. Do people like to have you around
them? YES NO
7. Do most of the people you know
like you? YES NO
8. Do lots of children have more fun






1. Do the boys and girls often try to
cheat you? YES NO
2. Do you feel very bad when people
talk about you? YES NO
3. Are most of the boys and girls mean
to you? YES NO
4. Do you feel bad because people are
mean to you? YES NO
5. Do many children say things that
hurt your feelings? YES NO
6. Are many older people so mean that
you hate them? YES NO
7. Do you often feel so bad that you
do not know what to do? YES NO
8. Would you rather watch others play




1. Do you often wake up because of
bad dreams? YES NO
2. Is it hard for you to go to sleep at
night? YES NO
3. Do things often make you cry? YES NO
4. Do you catch colds easily? YES NO
5. Are you often tired even in the
morning? YES NO
6. Are you sick much of the time? YES NO
7. Do your eyes hurt often? YES NO
8. Are you often mad at people with






1. Should you mind your folks even
when they are wrong? YES NO
2. Should you mind your folks even if
your friends tell you not to? YES NO
3. Is it all right to cry if you cannot
have your own way? YES NO
4. Should children fight when people
do not treat them right? YES NO
5. Should a person break a promise
that he thinks is unfair? YES NO
6. Do children need to ask their folks
if they may do things? YES NO
7. Do you need to thank everyone who
helps you? YES NO





1. Do you talk to the new children at
school? YES NO
2. Is it hard for you to talk to new
people? YES NO
3. Does it make you angry when people
stop you from doing things? YES NO
4. Do you say nice things to children
who do better work than you do? YES NO
5. Do you sometimes hit other children
when you are playing with them? YES NO
6. Do you play games with other
children even when you don't want
to? YES NO
7. Do you help new children get used
to the school? YES NO






1. Do people often make you very
angry? YES NO
2. Do you have to make a fuss to get
people to treat you right? YES NO
3. Are people often so bad that you
have to be mean to them? YES NO
4. Is someone at home so mean that
you often get angry? YES NO
5. Do you have to watch many people
so they won't hurt you? YES NO
6. Do the boys and girls often quarrel
with you? YES NO
7. Do you like to push or scare other
children? YES NO
8. Do you often tell the other children




1. Are your folks right when they make
you mind? YES NO
2. Do you wish you could live in some
other home? YES NO
3. Are the folks at home always good
to you? YES NO
4. Is it hard to talk things over with
your folks because they don't under
stand? YES NO
5. Is there someone at home who does
not like you? YES NO
6. Do your folks seem to think that
you are nice to them? YES NO
7. Do you feel that no one at home
loves you? YES NO
8. Do your folks seem to think that you






1. Do you often do nice things for the
other children in your school? YES NO
2. Are there many bad children in your
school? YES NO
3. Do the boys and girls seem to think
that you are nice to them? YES NO
4. Do you think that some teachers do
not like the children? YES NO
5. Would you rather stay home from
school if you could? YES NO
6. Is it hard to like the children in your
school? YES NO
7. Do the other boys and girls say that
you don't play fair in games? YES NO
8. Do the children at school ask you




1. Do you play with some of the
children living near your home?
2. Do the people near your home seem
to like you?
3. Are the people near your home often
mean?
4. Are there people near your home
who are not nice?
5. Do you have good times with people
who live near you?
6. Are there some mean boys and girls
who live near you?
7. Are you asked to play in other
people's yards?
8. Do you have more fun near your
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test t: Word Meaning
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line through the
answer that makes the sentence true, as
shown in the first sample. Look at all four
answers and choose the best one.
SAMPLES A dog can
paint -bark■ read sing
B The name of a color is
food wood blue cold
1 When a girl grows up, she becomes a
father sister son woman
2 A man who flies an airplane is a
postman cowboy fireman pilot
3 To sweep a floor, you would use a
broom mop comb curtain
4 A page is a part of a
play poem book party
5 A very small piece of bread is called a
cake ball cut crumb
6 We use a pencil to
write smoke drink dress
7 One who is rich is
rapid not poor brave not selfish
8 When someone lends you a pen, you
lose it buy it borrow it break it
9 If a box has nothing in it, it is
empty large heavy open
10 A pail is another name for
a seat a jar a bucket stairs
11 A person who visits your house is your
daughter enemy brother guest
12 When you say the same thing more than
once, you
repeat it copy it forget it taste it
13 One who is honest tells the
cause truth news time
If you capture a rabbit, you
hurt it kill it tease it catch it
15 A diamond is
dull precious dirty brass
16 There are sixteen ounces in a
pound foot sack inch
is Something which does not cost much is
said to be
lovely poor cheap valuable
19 To do something right away is to do it
wrong immediately steadily backward
20 Something which is hard to believe is
common amazing untrue clear
21 To destroy something is to
praise it defend it develop it
ruin it
22 To glance is to
swim dash look fear
23 To dine is to
cash die play eat
24 An object which is standing still is
heavy large secure motionless
25 When you gain weight, you
decrease increase lose remain
26 A small round stone is called a
brick rock pebble mill
27 A common cold is quite
ordinary unusual good pretty
28 If you are not timid, you are
mean polite brave cold
29 To injure is to
encourage help hinder hurt
30 When there is very little to eat, food is
poor plentiful abundantscarce
31 To loosen the ground around the plants
in your garden, you might use
a sprayer a captivator an elevator
a cultivator
32 When something expands, it becomes
smaller round bigger soft
33 If your hands are bound, they are
dirty tied small strong
34 If you go to the movies frequently, you go
seldom often alone once in a while





17 The exact middle of something is called its
edge side center top
36 If a park is convenient, it is
handy large crowded closed
No. Right 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 1314 1516171819 80 21 313238343538
Or. Score 12 13 14 15 16 17 17 18 18 19 20 21 23 25 26 27 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 35 36 37 38 40 42 44 47 51 57 64 69 75+
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test 2-. Paragraph Meaning
DIRECTIONS: Find the one word or
phrase that belongs in each space, and
draw a line through the word or phrase.
Do not write in the spaces.
SAMPLE
I have a handle.
I have wheels.
Jack pulls me.
I am a A......
A chair wagon- house puppy
Sarah went to the library. There she
saw many ..._J
1 books dolls animals classrooms
This is how Tim made a red wagon. He
took a large box and painted it ....%.
He put a handle on one end and then put
four .. .3 ... on it. This made a nice red
wagon.
2 red Tom wagon box
3 colors boxes wheels ends
Billy did a trick.
He stood on his head.
His ..._.4.._.. went up in the air.
4 hands head ball feet
John wanted to buy a cake.
He went to the .....5......
He also bought some .....6
5 country baker builder airport
6 butter meat fish bread
Chuck wanted to see the ball game on
TV. He turned his set 7...... and waited
for a clear, bright .....8
7 on off in under
8 noise picture day sky
The singing birds entertain us. We like
to .....9 .... their ....10....
9 hear see touch feel
10 songs colors flight tricks
i
We saw a TV show about cowboys.
They rode very fast on their horses and
shot bad men with their guns. Mother
said, "Real ....1L... work hard taking
care of _._.12____. They do not spend
their time .....13.... bad men."
11 horses cowboys men people
12 grass sheep cattle land
13 shooting beating shaking scaring
Mary started to write a letter, but she
ran out of ink. She could not find
another .....1.4...... so she had to finish the
.....IS.... with a pencil.
14 paper crayon pen typewriter
15 letter envelope ink pencil
Joe got a new sled for Christmas. He
has not used it much because there has
been little 1.6... this ....17....
16 rain freeze snow storm
17 spring summer autumn winter
Sue wanted a book for her birthday.
The one she liked best was expensive,
but Father said he would ...It... it for
.....1?_... anyway.
18 sell buy make read
19 him her book Father
A sentence is made up of words. To
read the sentence you must know most
of the ....20.....
20 sentences words letters pictures
Ben went to the beach. He went wading
in the ...21..., but he stayed near the shore
because he did not know how to ....22.....
21 sand grass rocks water
22 swim sing dive sail
Jane took a sip of lemonade. She said
it... 23... much too ... 24....
23 tasted felt smelled sounded
24 heavy sour soft rough
test 2: Paragraph Meaning (Continued)
Sea plants, an important food for most
fish, grow only in shallow water. Many
more .25... are therefore found in shallow
water than in ...26... water.
25 rocks shells snails fish
26 sea warm deep fresh
Mr. and Mrs. Kern have run the small
shop on Sloan Street for many years.
It is called the Swiss Bakery. They sell
fresh homemade bread, delicious spice
cakes, and all kinds of cookies. Mrs.
Kern bakes everything herself in the
kitchen of their home behind the store.
Children in the neighborhood like to go
to the bakery for their mothers, for
Mr. Kern always gives them a cookie.
Although their prices are a little higher
than those at the larger bakeries, the
Kerns do a good business. They are
known for always having fresh, high
quality bakery products.
Children like to go to the bakery because
they get 27 .
27 candy money cookies ice cream
The Kerns' home address is 28 .
28 on Sloan Street in the country
in Switzerland not known
The Kerns have a 29 shop.
29 grocery candy bakery dairy
The Kerns' store is 30 .
30 big wide narrow little
What kind of cakes do the Kerns sell?
31
31 spice bread chocolate cookie
Customers like the Swiss Bakery because
it has 32 .
32 low prices high prices
good products many products
As you go farther above sea level, the
air becomes colder. Mountains rise
far above ...33..... Therefore the tops
of many mountains are covered with
34 .
33 sea level cold air warm air
snowfall
34 flowers leaves moss snow
In the north half of her garden, Mrs.
Stone raises vegetables. In the south
half she raises flowers. She planted ....35...
in the north part and . 36 . in the south
part.
35 apples carrots daisies cherries
36 trees grass potatoes roses
The journey was going to be long and
dangerous. The captain told his men to
load their ...37.. and check their supply
of 38 .
37 rifles bullets belts boots
38 rifles food hats gloves
Helen and Sue are very different. Helen
is untidy and rather short. Sue is 39
and quite ...40....
39 honest neat thin strong
40 polite dark tall heavy
Joe needed a match. He wanted to
41 the fire.
41 see build put out light
Ralph was in trouble. He lost his paddle
as his canoe went racing down the 42 .
42 road mountain river valley
The sun comes up in the east and goes
down in the west. Boston is east of
Chicago. Therefore, morning comes to
Chicago .43... than it does to Boston.
43 later earlier fresher easier
60 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
test 2: Paragraph Meaning (Continued)
Mount Vernon, the home of George
Washington, is on the west bank of the
Potomac River, 15 miles south of the
nation's capital. It was built about 1743
by Lawrence Washington, the half-
brother of our first president. It
was the family seat of the Washington
family until 1860, when it was purchased
by the United States to be a national
shrine.
What is the title that would tell best the
topic of this paragraph? ....44....
44 Our First President Mount Vernon
Lawrence Washington
George Washington
The Washington family seat was located
on the . .45... shore of the Potomac River.
45 north east south west
The family home of the Washingtons




the city of Washington
Mount Vernon is now a .47.....
47 national capital modern farm
home national shrine





the state of Virginia
Looking at a very bright light makes it
impossible to see smaller . 49... near it.
We cannot see the stars in the daytime
because the ...50.....
49 suns lights stars clouds
50 sky is too blue stars are too far away
sky is too cloudy sun is too bright
All farmers have to plow, harrow, and
fertilize their land. In places where there
is not enough rainfall, farmers must... 51.....
their land, too.
51 fertilize plow irrigate harrow
For many years the flavor of tomatoes
was destroyed when they were frozen.
Although you could buy canned tomatoes
and tomato juice you never were able to
find tomatoes or ...52 ... juice in the .....53...
section of the market.
52 vegetable frozen canned tomato
53 vegetable frozen foods juice
eanned foods
Seldom has a country been more in
appropriately named than Greenland.
Except for a narrow strip around its
southern coast, it is land buried under a
cap of .....54...., which never goes away.
Greenland might better have been called
.55...
54 tundra ice soil trees
55 Treeland Vinland Darkland Iceland
George and Jim are similar in every way.
George is quite heavy for his age; Jim
is ...56„... George excels in most sports;
Jim is a good ...57 ...
56 not light tall too
57 boy sport athlete worker
Egypt is in northeastern Africa and
Greece is in southeastern Europe. But
since Africa is south of Europe, Greece is
.....58.... of Egypt.
58 north east south southwest
The great effect which Donatello's work
had on his own and succeeding generations
was that of making sculptors and painters
ashamed of any affectation. He tried to
make his statues as lifelike and natural as
possible, and was the first ...59.. of Italy
to have such an ideal.
59 sculptor writer man architect
A copyright is the exclusive right, given
by law, to make and sell a book, picture,
or other similar work. When an author
has a story copyrighted, it is .....60.... for
another person to print the story without
the author's permission.
60 unfair impolite illegal foolish
Wo. Right 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 1920 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3132 33 34 35 36 87 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Gr. Score 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 39 40 41 42 43 44 46 48
No. Right (cont'd) 51 52 S3 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
Gr. Score 50 53 55 57 60 64 69 75+
STOP
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No. Right 1 2 110 11 12 13 14 IS IS 17 1*19 20 2122 23 24 25 2627 2829 30 31 32 33 34 35 3S 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 «8 46 47 48 49 SO
Gr. Score Below 10 10 10 10 11 111212 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 1717 18 19 20 20 2122 23 24 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 39 40 42 45 4g 50
No. Right (confd) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 82 S3 64
Gr. Score 52 54 56 58 60 63 65 67 70 72 74 75+
STOP
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TEST 6: Language Part A: Capitalization and Punctuation
DIRECTIONS: In the story below, all capital
letters have been left out. You are to answer
questions about only those words which are under
lined and have numbers above them. Do not
worry about words that are not underlined. Find
the row of answers at the right that has the same
number as the underlined word. If an underlined
word with a number above it should be capitalized,
put a cross through the circle with the capital
letter. If a small letter is correct, put a cross
through the circle with the small letter.
V
f ■
DIRECTIONS: In the letter below, decide what
mark of punctuation, if any, is needed after each
underlined word. Find the punctuation mark
needed in the row at the right that has the same
number as the underlined word. Put a cross
through the circle with the correct punctuation
mark, or put a cross through the circle with the





mary and torn are going
I 2.3
on february 8 1960 the boy scouts
of america were fifty years old cub
6 . 7
scouts boy scouts and explorers
celebrated their 50th birthday on
that day
9 10 11
in 1909 william boyce an american
12 13 14
was lost in a london fog an english
15
boy helped him find his way mr boyce
16
offered the boy money the boy
17
said no i am a boy scout sir i don't
18 19
take money for good deeds
mr boyce helped start the boy
20
scouts in the u s












do french boys ever play
26 27
football i guess football is an
american sport






teams i've never seen a girls' team
29
dick my brother's friend plays on
30 31 32
the high school team mr brown his
33
science teacher is the football coach
34 35
daddy jane my sister and i
often watch football games on
36
television did you ever see an
i ~—■




































test i: Language (Continued) Part B: Usage
)IRECTIONS: In each sentence decide which of the
umbered words is correct. Sometimes neither one
\ correct. If number 1 is correct, put a cross in the
ircle at the right which has l in it. If number 2 is
orrect, put a cross in the circle on number 2. If
either is correct, put a cross in the circle on N.
B6Whyhashe2^ethis?.
■A 1 * '*
I 57 Those two boys 2 vlrasn't m school today.




i Do you \ no°W wnen -Dad is coming home?
1 by
2 Janet and I walked 2 buy the candy store
1 My aunt, she
My aunt bought Us some ice cream-
59 2 is " there any cows on the farm?
60 The clowns 2 weren't *n ^e Parade today.
61 Bill and his sister \ JUJ^* been here....
62 Jeff tal1 sinCe last summer- •
1 has begun
4 Be sure to \ ™£ your name on the paper. ®®® j 63 Mother 2 begun to Set lunch
5 Is the lady coming to 2 *™r house?.
64 The elephant 2 J^ktookmy bag of peanuts.
s My little brother \ £££'* talk yet ®@®
65 John would never have g a*e the cake...
71 \ saw* y°ur sister this morning ®®®
66 Miss Jones has \ leaded us
b Didn't you \ \^ Mother call us? ©@®
67 We haven't 2 neter cowboys..
me borrow y°ur bike
oDid they \ ^veen you a balloon yet?
i The children \ Jawed Pictures in class. .. ®@®
2 Dick didn't find \
r] -I
!| 68 Fred has 2 come early
s
■s 69 Did the children play \ ^°d together? ..
I 70 Why 2 wasn^t ^ue an(^ Jane at the party?.
to have lunch....
I _. 1 Her and I
2 Her and me dxc
to
too
72 Tom walks UP Vf^Ci us
32 Sg brothel th6y Play bal1 after sch001- ®@® I 73 \^ Jim and Ann going to the zoo?. .
4Jack his baseball and bat.. 74 Dick has never 2 ridden *n an airplane....
5Mary, why 2 ^*pe you absent yesterday?. ;1 75 Jane has 2 ,3" mto the house.
Mo. Right 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 310 11 12 13 t4 1516IT 18 1920 212223 24 25 26 27 28 2930 3132 33 34 36 36 37 38 38 40 41 42 43444546474849 50
Gr. Score Below 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 19 19 20 21 21 22 22 23 24 25 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 31 32 33 34 36 37 38 39 41 42 44 45
to. Right (cont'd) 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62; 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75
!r. Score 46 48 49 50 51 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 75 75+-
STOP
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TEST 7: \Vnthmetic Computation
DIRECTIONS: Look at
each example carefully to
see what you are to do.
Find the answer for each
example. Work quickly

































































































































































































Mo. Right 23456 78910 11 12 1314151617 19 1920 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32"tl 3l 35 36 3T38 3940 41 42 43 4445 4647 48 4950
Gr. Score 10 1112 13 1415 16 17 18 19 19 20 21 23 24 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 39 39 40 41 42 43 43 44 45 46 46 47 48
No. Right (cont'dl 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 56 5960
Gr. Score 49 50 51 52 53 54 56 58 62 70
STOP
13
TEST 8: Arithmetic Concepts Part A: Numbers and Measures






No. of words — 123456789 10
1 in. 2 in. 3 in. 4 in.
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o o o o
June
2 3 4 5 6 7
1
8










O Six thousand twelve
O Six hundred twelve
O Sixty hundred twelve
O Sixty thousand twelve
14 60 ON TO TIE NEXT PAGE
test s: Arithmetic Concepts (Continued)
50073 500073 5073 5730












o Ol O2 O3 O4
'art B: Problem Solving
5 George gave away 5 marbles. He then
had 7 left. How many marbles did
George have at first? Make a cross in
the circle before the number of marbles.
O2 OS O7 O12
26John is 29 years old. His brother is
23 years old. How many years older
than his brother is John? Make a cross
in the circle before the number.
OS O 6 O 16 O 52
27 Betty spent some money. She bought a
candy bar for 30j£, some gum for 15^,
and a toy car for 40^. How many cents
did she spend all together? Make a cross
in the circle before the number of cents.
O 75 O 80 O 85 O 90
28Nancy paid Jane 4 cents for one-half bar
of candy. At this rate, how many cents
would she pay for a whole bar? Make
a cross in the circle before the number
of cents.
O2 O4 O 8 O10
29Yesterday Dad bought 8 quarts of oil.
Today he has used all but 3 of them.
How many quarts has he used? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O3 OS O8 OH
30There are 12 children in David's reading
group when everyone is there. Today
7 children are present. How many
children are absent? Make a cross in
the circle before the number of children
who are absent.
Q4 O5 Q7 O19
31 Joe has planted 6 flowers. He wants to
plant 9 all together. How many more
flowers does Joe need to plant? Make a
cross in the circle before the number of
flowers.
O3 O6 O9 O 18
32 Shirley can walk 2 miles in 1 hour. At
this rate, how many miles can she walk
in 3 hours? Make a cross in the circle
before the number of miles.
O2 O3 OS O6
33 Bob earns 4^ each time he takes out the
rubbish. How many times must he take
out the rubbish to earn 20^? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O4 O5 Q24 Q80
34Larry has 4 boxes of pencils. There are
12 pencils in each box. How many
pencils does Larry have in all? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O 3 O 16 O 46 O 48
15 GO OM TO THE 1EXT PIGE ►
TEST 8: Arithmetic Concepts (Continued) PartB: Problem Solving (Continued)
35 On Monday the school cafeteria sold 478
cartons of milk. On Tuesday it sold 337.
How many cartons did it sell on both
days? Make a cross in the circle before
the number.
O 141 O 715 O 805 O 815
36 Don's car can go 30 miles on 1 gallon of
gas. At this rate, how many miles can it
go on 3 gallons of gas? Make a cross in
the circle before the number.
O 10 33 O 60 O 90
37 Mary has a piece of ribbon that is 18
inches long. How many inches longer
than a foot is this? Make a cross in the
circle before the number.
O6 O8 O 20 O 30
38 Pencils cost 2£ apiece. If John has ^,
how many whole pencils can he buy?
Make a cross in the circle before the
number.
Os O6 O9 O 22














39 How many inches did Bob grow from
September to May?
O 53 O 54 O 1 O 2
40 Who grew the most?
O Bob O Mary O Joe O Two tied.
41 There are 66 chairs in our room. We
want to put them into 3 rows so that
there is an equal number of chairs in
each row. How many chairs should we
put in each row? Make a cross in the
circle before the number.
OH O 22 O 33 O 63
42 Jim's father drove 150 miles in 3 hours.
At this rate, how many miles did he drive
in 1 hour? Make a cross in the circle
before the number of miles.
O 50 O 75 O 450
43The teacher counted 64 children on the
playground. She saw 21 children leave
and 12 more come. How many children
were then on the playground? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O 31 O 52 O 55 O 97
44 Phil rode his bicycle 1 mile in 6 minutes.
At this rate, how many miles could he
ride in 18 minutes? Make a cross in
the circle before the number of miles.
O3 O4 O6 O 12
45 Mother has 12 spools of thread. June
has 4. Mother has how many times as
many spools of thread as June? Make a
cross in the circle before the number.
O3 O4 O8 O 16
46 Sue's mother paid 20j£ for a fourth of a
pound of butter. At this rate, how many
cents would she pay for a whole pound
of butter? Make a cross in the circle
before the number of cents.
OS O 40 O 60 O 80
No. Right 123456789 10 1112 13141516 17 18 19 20 21 22 29 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 37 38 39 40 4142 43 44 45 46
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